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What's better than Lifetime Warranty?
Tanzite STONEDECKS are made of natural stone,
and what can you really do to stone, which is why
we warranty it for life.



ABOUT TANZITE
Tanzite STONEDECKS is a Canadian-
developed, patent-pending, stone tile
decking product. Used to build and resurface
decks, stairs, landings, balconies, rooftops,
patios and walkways.
Like man-made diamonds, Tanzite is a stone
made using incredible heat and pressure.
This ensures you get a perfect stone, that is
the perfect colour and will last in the harsh
outdoors for a lifetime. 



Rainier Collection 
Rainier Collection offers the durability of
porcelain tile and ease of installation. These
flexible tiles can cover almost any surface,
making them ideal for both indoor and
outdoor use. Thanks to our innovative EPDM
rubber gasket system, installation is a
breeze – no more grout woes. Say goodbye
to traditional tiling headaches and hello to
the future of easy, elegant flooring. Elevate
your space with Rainier Collection's beauty,
durability, and longevity now!



The Rainier Collection stays
flexible so it can transform any

space with ease.

Install over:

Existing outdoor decking

Rooftop patios

New waterproof decking

Patios & walkways on the ground

Existing pavers

Existing tile floors

Concrete, even cracked concrete

Subfloor, even if they flex





Indoor

EPDM rubber gaskets connect the
pieces securely together so they
interlock, yet remain flexible. This
replaces the grout and makes
installation easy for any DIY'er.

How It Works
The foam underlay is already
attached to each tile. This means
the Tile is insulated from the floor,
keeping the floor warmer and
softer feeling than a traditional tile.
It also allows installation over
uneven surfaces, or surfaces that
flex.



SCAN ME

It also makes the "grout" easy to clean,
and makes the tile installation
removable, if needed. The flexible
connection accepts movement,
allowing placement over cracked
concrete, flexible floors and outdoors
where ice can move the tiles.

SCAN ME
Outdoor

Waterproof Membrane

Rainier Stone Tiles

Plywood or any existing floor

Aluminum Edge Restraint



Color
Rainier Colors
Aged Teak

The beautiful variations of light browns
through to medium browns and gray

tones make Aged Teak perfect for subtle
interest on any modern deck.



American Walnut
This classic dark brown color provides the
same richness to your outdoor living space

that it has been providing to indoor
flooring and woodworking for well over a

century.



Carrara Marble
This stone absorbs less sunlight, making it
a great choice to keep your deck cooler in

the hot sun; yet the finish is not too
reflective.



Driftwood
This luring color has a high contrast

gray’s reminiscent of wood that has won
many battles against wind and water
throughout its time. It’s modern, yet

enduring.



Sierra Grey
Like the inspiring cliffs of a grey mountain,

this stone has a weathered look layered
over layers of greys.
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Canyon Brown
Canyon Brown is a warm and inviting

brown tone, reminiscent of nature's earthy
hues, brings a touch of the outdoors to
both your indoor and outdoor spaces. 



Colors

Slate Black
Slate Black’s versatile black tone is

designed to complement a variety of
colors, making it the ideal choice for

creating dynamic and stylish accent with
another color or independently to elevate

any space. 



Travertine
Travertine – a timeless testament to

nature's artistry. This pristine white and
warm tan fusion, adorned with creamy
hues and rustic tones, encapsulates the

timeless beauty of the earth. 



Lighter colors
stay cooler than
darker colors*

Fire Resistant

Nonslip Finish

Easily Installs, 
Walk on it Immediately

Environmentally Friendly

No Grout to Clean

Doesn’t Scratch

Doesn’t Fade

Stays Cooler*



Shop

ESCANEARMEShop Online
SCAN ME

Also available is Tanzite’s Appalachian Collection,
which offers rain-through decking that is installed just

like composite decking with hidden fasteners. For
more Tanzite products, visit Tanzite.com.



Scan to view the installation manual,
videos, and everything on how to

build your project!

SCAN ME

Tips for DIY and
Pro Installers



Unparalleled After Sales Support. If you have any
questions, need help, or just want some tips while your
building your project we offer free advice from a
technician who actually installs Tanzite! Book a video
meeting at www.tanzite.com/talk-to-a-tanzite-
expert and you can show the technician your specific
project to get the best advice!

Aged Teak American Walnut Canyon Brown

Travertine

Sierra Grey

DriftwoodCarrara Marble

Slate Black

Use this graph paper to sketch out your project to scale, then
email a photo of it to DESIGN@TANZITE.COM. We will make a 3D
model of your project and price out the products you will need.

1 Square = 1'x1'



Can it handle all the interior/
exterior cleaners you normally use:

Does it scratch?

Will it melt?

Total Score

Does it work for all areas of your
house:
Tanzite can be used as flooring, decking, patio and
walkway materials and even concrete overlays. How
likely would you be to use this in other areas of your
home/ property?

Take your most hated steak knife in your kitchen (or
screw/rock) and try to scratch your samples to mimic
years of use.

Sometimes you can have accidents in the kitchen or
with the bbq that involve high heats. Does a hot
knife or lighter melt or damage the samples?

Combine your score from each sample to determine
which materials will work the best for your next
project!

Out of
70

Tanzite

Out of
70

Out of
70

Out of
70

Option 1 Option 2 Option 3

Score Card
Perform some tests on the products your considering and rate them from 1 (worst) to 10 (best)

Is it slippery?
Lay your samples out and pour a glass of water over
them. Do they get slippery when wet?

Eco friendly score:
Does the product contribute to the environment
negatively such as deforestation or chemical
pollutants?

Go to Build & Price Tool
If you have the dimensions of your project
you can price, and order, your materials

online now!

Try using a variety of different cleaners you might use
around your house individually on each sample.

Appearance and coloring:
Lay your samples out and rate the colors on realism and
overall look. How well do our colors match with the rest
of the accents in your house?



INFO@TANZITE.COM

WWW.TANZITE.COM

1 (833) 478-6633

CONTACT US

 Tanzite STONEDECKS 

GET A 3D DESIGN
Book a virtual meeting and we
will design your project with

you!

tel:18334786633


WWW.TANZITE.COM


